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Great in the concrete (David de Pury d’après Louis Agassiz), 2022, Place Pury, Neuchâtel

Preparatory photomontage
3

Great in the concrete (David de Pury d’après Louis Agassiz), concrete & bronze, approx. 20x20x125 cm, preparatory
photomontage based on a photograph by Niels Ackermann.
https://www.heidi.news/explorations/les-statues-et-la-polemique-en-suisse/l-integralite-du-travail-duphotographe-niels-ackermann-sur-les-statues-suisses-polemiques-ou-pas
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Mabrle Statue of Agassiz, Stanford University, California, April 1906. Photo credit: Stanford libraries.

Photo credit: ID. MENDENHALL, 715.
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Patinated bronze, concrete, ca. 20x20x120 cm.
The project superimposes the memory of two problematic Neuchâtel figures - David de Pury
and Louis Agassiz - and performs a certain iconoclastic ardour, while immortalising it in
bronze.
David de Pury, born in 1709 in Neuchâtel and died in 1786 in Lisbon, was a Lisbon-based
international merchant and financier. He was active in the trade of diamonds and precious
woods from Brazil, which were exploited through the labour of enslaved women, men and
children. In addition, he owned shares in a company involved in the slave trade. Having
become a British subject and holding a Prussian title of nobility, David de Pury died in Lisbon
in 1786 at the age of 77, without children. He bequeathed most of his fortune to his home
town, Neuchâtel. With the considerable sum of more than 300,000 Portuguese cruzados
(which today corresponds to about 600 million francs), the city erected important buildings,
including schools and a town hall.
Louis Agassiz was born in Fribourg in 1807, a century after David de Pury, and also has a close
link with Neuchâtel, having taught there since 1832 before leaving for the United States in
1846. His research, which received much media attention at the time, was underpinned by
theses bordering on scientific racism. Using his fame, he contributed to racist works (Types of
Mankind in 1854, Indigenous Races of the Earth in 1857, etc.) in which he postulated polygenic
theses and a hierarchy of races. He also played a pioneering role in the development of
systematic racial segregation in the United States. For more information, I would point to the
work of the artist Sasha Huber on Louis Agassiz and his legacy.
Great in the concrete (David de Pury d’après Louis Agassiz) is based on a tilting gesture: a
reduced version of David de Pury’s statue is tilted on its head, following the model of the
marble sculpture representing the Swiss scientist Louis Agassiz during the San Francisco
earthquake of 1906.
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PLVS VLTRA @ Quark, 2020							

Exhibition views, photos: Annik Wetter.
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28.05 – 27.06.2020

« At least we still have the Venice Biannale » & Mathias +Ella (10th Anniversary Remaster Edition), 2020.
Photos: Annik Wetter.
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As he boldly went to steal the red oxen of geryon, the greek
herakles approached the western shores of the inland sea and
touched the edges of the known world. then, he raised two mounds
to delimit it: the rock of gibraltar and the jebel musa, which have
since been called the pillars of hercules. modern texts report that
they once bore this inscription: nec plus ultra, nothing beyond.
this mythical episode echoes the vast colonisation of the western
mediterranean, during the time of hesiod, comparable to that of
america two thousand years later. the adventure of christopher
columbus in the indies also gave charles v's spain the honour of
responding to the latin phrase. in 1516, the kingdom adopted it as its
motto, amputated by one word, but increased by one hope: plus ultra.
further and further.

And while mankind progresses bravely, there are always a
few individuals who prefer to watch its footwork. mathias pfund
is one of those less interested in the evolution of artistic forms
than in the mechanisms that provoke them. for admitting that the
world was already full of objects, he chose not to participate in
the competition of new productions but rather to advise on what
already exists. his working hypothesis, which borders on the social
sciences, is to unearth in artistic objects the symptoms of the mores
of the time. drawing on the consecrated blueprint of art galleries,
he arranges his space just as he composes his stories, giving full
space to isolated anecdotes and all the attention to the links he
develops between them.
Muscles and monuments are the basic grammar of a heroic
masculinity that mathias pfund has undertaken to unravel, and of
which the plus and the ultra are the consecrated modalities. with a
mood that borrows from caricature, his works highlight gender
stereotypes. gender in the sense of social assignment to a binary
gender, but also in the sense of the hierarchy of artistic genres.
he is also interested in the presumptions in use about what a noble
culture should be and the codes that underpin them. the privilege
usually granted to unique works may finally fall away. for him,
nothing is ever self-made: neither things, nor people, nor glory. the
motivations of heroes are modelled on those of political structures.
their anatomies are the sublimated image of the social body.

In any field, the quest for prowess and self-surpassing are
an essential part of the manly demonstration. the herculean and
classical model of masculinity has endured dynamically through
the ages by embodying a multiplicity of ideologies. courage, power
and ancient combativeness are today part of a struggle centred
on the individual. to negotiate with one's own limits is an art that
is to be cultivated. rocky balboa: a character who responds to his
fundamental vulnerability with a determination to win; a man who
works for himself and thus for the dream of an entire people. as
a hero, he carries the values of the nation of the united states and,
in fact, shines on the whole world. hollywood usually produces
fiction, and occasionally legends.

This is what appears when the two blocks are side by side, the
two miniature masses of flesh in you're gonna love picasso (After
schomberg & staparac). in the west as well as in the east, and indeed in
both directions, the shapes circulate, each time being re-imbued with
the aesthetic markers of the author and the culture that assimilates
them. mathias pfund points to this hiatus in political displays, which
mainly resembles a feint. the nation that appropriates another's
emblems places its pride in the specific design of the works. its
identity lies in the hand of the artists: it is above all a question of
style. but it is also a way for it to salute the universal principle
of copying and imitation which, to a well-made figure, gives many
descendants.

The birth of great stories is quite naturally accompanied by
a flowering of artistic productions. just as naturally, the bronze
statue of the boxer that thomas schomberg executed for rocky III
was later donated to the city of philadelphia by sylvester stallone.
it is still on display in the vicinity of his museum as an unusual
graft of art history. in 2007, the small serbian town of Žitište also
acquired an effigy of rocky balboa, a revival of schomberg's work
by the croatian artist boris staparac, less expensive than the original
sculpture. in the formerly communist country, the youngest part of
the population grew up identifying with this character determined
to surpass his condition. the popular icon has gained the stature of
an official monument.

He places himself on the sidelines of the battles of formal
inventions. he proceeds by moulding and reproduction, becoming a
commissioner, a compiler, transforming while hardly manipulating.
sometimes polysemies make sense, sometimes they make puns. the
degenerated copies of spirit of ecstasy, lined up on the radiator
for after ecstasy, are aluminium melts after, as much as melts after
ecstasy. heat of an erotic roar or small death of the statues and
their symbolic weight. the woman appears in any case as a reward:
where niké commemorates a military victory, cars crown a social
success (because if you don't own a rolls royce at fifty etc.), as does
the possession of works of art.

An almost opposite operation took place with the sculpture
spirit of ecstasy (1911) by charles sykes, famous as a radiator cap by
rolls royce. the company had sponsored it in order to dissuade
the owners who decorated their radiator grille with fanciful and
sometimes racist figurines. it was significantly inspired by the divine
effigy of athena niké standing on the bow of a ship in the monument
commemorating the victory of samothrace kept in the louvre. the
nod to the ancient symbol implicitly contributes to the brand's image
of nobility and durability. miniaturised, cast in silver and multiplied
on the scale of automobile production, it has become the indelible
emblem of classic luxury. but it is also part of the tradition that
gives female figures the role of muses or allegories rather than
real actors of events.

With « At least we still have the venice biannale », he diverts the
medal designed by andré rivaud for the 1924 paris games. he made a
CAST of it by reproducing four times the same part of the reverse
side, the one showing the tools specific to sculpture (mallet, punch,
chisel), curiously close to olympic sports equipment (polo, javelin,
oar). mathias pfund thus makes an amused commentary on his own
relationship to the invention of shapes. for him, it is above all a
formality to be circumvented in order to reflect on the meaning
of shapes already in circulation. the restored olympic games
offered above all a peaceful terrain for the symbolic expression
of geopolitical relations, and he emphasizes in passing the constant
complexity of the ideological role of artists.

This male heroism was assimilated by pierre de coubertin when
he founded the modern olympic games on the plans of a fantasised
antiquity. in 1910, he wrote that this competition constituted «the
solemn and periodic exaltation of male athletics with [...] female
applause as its reward». while it has since been forgotten, artists
also competed in the games from 1912 to 1948. in painting, sculpture,
architecture, music or literature, their challenge was to excel in the
evocation of sport. at that time, the athletic virgin of the victory of
samothrace was a source of inspiration for many artists and writers.
boxing was also a favourite subject in the artistic avant-gardes as
well as in these more official competitions.

Thus mathias pfund thwarts the grandiloquence that certain
biographical passages of public creators and figures can have.
mathias + ella (10th anniversary remaster) belongs precisely to this
intimate register. it is a brass plate moulded on an inscription he
carved in concrete in 2010 with his girlfriend at the time. the artist
restores and rehabilitates this graffiti, an elementary gesture of
sculpture and affirmation of existence, to insert it with derision
in his sparse selection of commemorations. ready to discredit all
victories, starting with his own, he counts on the edifying power
of failures to rewrite the virilist lesson of the plus and ultra.

perhaps coubertin had also understood that creation was to
artists what boxing was going to be to rocky balboa: a wriggle
in headwinds, a doorway to a wider horizon. for both of them, it
is the narrative qualities of their trajectories that captivate us, the
symbolism they mobilise and the unifying character of this or that
act, much more than their successes. the failure and doubt they are
imbued with appear, as is rarely the case, to be structuring forces.
the first love relationships, for example, their outdated rituals and
their persistent nostalgia are obviously part of it. it is perhaps to
them that the first feelings of defeat are associated, those to which
all the great trials that follow will inevitably refer.

Marilou thiébault
Translation: tarik lazouni

Text of the exhibition commissioned to Marilou Thiébault.
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Laughing Stock @ Musée des beaux-arts de la Chaux-de-Fonds, 2020

Exhibition views, photos: Aline Henchoz.
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23.02 – 30.09.2020

Exhibition views, photos: Aline Henchoz.
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Laughing Stock consists of a carte blanche with the collections of the Musée des beaux-arts
collections of the Musée des beaux-arts de la Chaux-de-Fonds occupying the second room of
the second floor.
It consists of a double wall system framing a display of paintings exploring the “grey school”
in La Chaux-de-Fonds during the interwar period. Even if this entity is mentioned in various
sources, its historical existence is not established: it is often clothed with ambiguous
intentions betraying more the aesthetic and moralist presuppositions of critics than revealing
its own qualities. The history of art would know besides other schools of the gray with the
similar rhetorics...
The intervention is camouflaged in the museography of the institution and borrows the
authority to propose a narrative engaging the image and the values of art.
Each wall presents a partisan text, the result of a cut-up operation based on various
historiographic sources. The exhibition is accompanied by a text entitled “Beau comme un
crépi”, L’Ecole du gris de La Chaux-de-Fonds, which offers a point of view on the question and is
available at the museum reception desk.
With paintings by Charles, Aimé, Aurèle and François Barraud, Pierre-Eugène Bouvier,
Georges Dessouslavy, Charles Humbert, Pierre Jeanneret, Guido and Albert Locca, Jeanne
Pellet, Lucien Schwob, Madeleine Woog and Philippe Zysset.
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Nostalgia and Bombast @ Salle Crosnier, 2021

Duoshow with Marine Kaiser | 09.04 – 08.05.2021

Nostalgia and Bombast, exhibition view & Nero Burning Rom, 2020. Photos: Greg Clément.
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The World is Yours & Nero Burning Rom, 2020. Photos: Greg Clément.
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Still Standing, 2020 & Hier à Sousse, 2021. Photos: Greg Clément.
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Pot-pourri pour la fin du monde
When art historians in the future look back on

came (Hi Godot), have successively formulated

the strange period in which we find ourselves

and abandoned in the months that have just

stuck, they will perhaps identify it with that

passed. Along the way, a series of linocuts left

particular quality of energy, that paradoxical

the adventure (as they say in reality shows). And

mixture of desire, frenzy, impatience and anxiety

perhaps Nostalgia and Bombast would have been

that characterizes it. Or, to use the title of this

a radically different exhibition if it had opened

exhibition, nostalgia and grandiloquence.

this summer, or this fall, becoming, who knows,

One could not dream of a more extreme mixture

an assemblage of abstract sculptures and green

of tones, as perfect in its description of the

plants, a numismatic show or a collection of

present as it is in the tone of the exhibition. The

textual works found online. Wrong because a

taste for antithesis has long haunted the work

same red thread links all the pieces, according to

of Mathias Pfund, who uses it most often as a

modalities that are nevertheless specific to both

comic spring. Here, the papier-mâché sculpture

artists: that of the circulation of goods, people

(The world is yours*), the replica of a Cycladic

and information. In Marine Kaiser’s work, the

idol (Still Standing), the gramophone, symbol

question of what happens to things that lose their

of analog culture, which in fact houses an mp3

appeal is posed from the point of view of the

player (Nero Burning Rom), or the drawing by

economy (“What do we do with what we no longer

Paul Lannes that serves as a cover for the 78

want?” she asks herself). In Mathias Pfund’s

RPM produced for the exhibition, mixing the

work, it is translated into infinite games of

ancient architecture of the Colosseum with the

circulation, from the analog to the digital, from

contemporary aesthetics of the disaster film,

the memory to its approximate and degraded

all play on this trope. It is also found in Marine

materialization, from historical facts to the

Kaiser. The sculptures in the Gala series, each

(badly) fabricated stories that have the vocation of

of which includes one of these business cards

telling them a posteriori. And in both cases, it is

common in Brussels, but also in other large

entropy that wins.

European cities, offering car export services, also

In the manner of its soundtrack, made of

articulate two opposing visions of trade, on the

triumphalist and testosterone-ridden pieces that

one hand the legitimate circulation of goods, of

have lost their superbness through repetition (and

which works of art are a part, and on the other

the revival of feminism), Nostalgia and Bombast

the informal economy, a situation in which “the

cultivates the lost art of the medley, in an era

state is no longer around”. In the same way, the

where marching bands have almost disappeared.

accompanying video is built on an opposition
between the promise of entertainment and the
gloomy reality of tired bodies and the globalized

Jill Gasparina

economy. The entire exhibition, installed in the
neo-renaissant palace of the Athénée, located
with dignity in the heart of old Geneva, thus

* This short text was written while frantically

works on the tensions between the past and the

listening to the soundtrack of the film Scarface, a

ultra-present, the original and its reproductions,

magnificent mixture of melancholy and synthetic

the spirit of seriousness and gratuitous humor,

fury by Giorgio Moroder. During a sequence in

the search for Beauty and the unconditional love

the film, the character of Tony Montana, played

of what is “hyper ugly” (an aesthetic category in

by Al Pacino, glances at an LED screen where the

its own right in the work of Mathias Pfund).

words “The world is yours” scroll by, which also

Beyond the recurrence of this stylistic figure, the

gave their title to one of the tracks in the film’s

link between these sets of works might seem a

soundtrack.

bit loose. But this would be (again) a misleading
impression. To be sure, this exhibition is only the
latest update in a series of proposals that the two
artists, in anticipation of an opening that never

Exhibition text commissioned from Jill Gasparina.
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Instant Pleasure (Clitoris), 2017

Instant Pleasure (Clitoris) on the Rond-point de l’Europe, Neuchâtel. Photos: Sebastien Verdon.
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Polystyrene, polyester resin, acrylic, latex, magnets, gorilla tape, ca. 70x80x180 cm
Modern abstract sculptures placed in public spaces are often massive, in perennial materials,
and seem to claim a certain visibility. However, few people pay attention to them and even
fewer know the names of the artists. On the other hand, the clitoris, in its complete anatomy,
has long remained unrecognized and under-represented. The sculpture is treated with poor
materials (it is indeed an ephemeral intervention of three weeks) and painted in verdigris, to
evoke an oxidized bronze, a little tired, anonymous. Of course, this connection between the
organ of pleasure and these forgotten sculptural forms is not insignificant and participates,
on its own scale, in the visibilization of the clitoris.
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Verso Oltremare (Screwed and Chopped), 2017

Exhibition views, photos: Christelle Jornod.
19

ONE MORE TIME

Verso Oltremare (screwed and chopped), 2017.
Bonded foam, Shibari strings, metal, dimensions variable.
Wormhole, mirror game: an alternative version of Verso Oltremare1, in a parallel space at
Mamco2. Informed by the musical practice of screwed and chopped3, the proposal offers a
deformed, traumatic sculptural echo of the original sculpture. Thus three soft monoliths,
constrained and held in tension by purple rope4, replay, in a relatively grotesque way, the
materials and the initial display of the work. Apart from this game of reference, the series of
sculptures seeks to evoke horizons other than the ultramarine5 : the rope, the knots, as well as
the different qualities of torsions operated on the agglomerated foam also refer to the practice
of Shibari6, thus charging the project with a sexual dimension, an amusing pretext for cheap
psychoanalytical analysis. These forms, whose danger has been defused, are maintained in
balance, as if frozen in the temporality of an ineluctable fall that they will never complete.
The sculptures were created with the technical assistance of Daniel Maszkowicz.
Thanks to Marine Kaiser, Paul Lannes, Jonathan Vidal, Jill Gasparina, Paul Lorenzato, Constance
Brosse & Tayeb Kendouci, QLF.
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Sculpture by Giovanni Anselmo dating from 1984, composed of a granite slab held in balance by a steel cable and
an ultramarine blue acrylic monochrome hung on a wall behind the stone block.
1

One of the copies of the work fell on a visitor on the third floor of the Mamco in January 2016, an eventa I
witnessed firsthand, as a museum keeper.
2

a

Fortunately not serious.

A remix technique invented in the 1990s by DJ Screwa, consisting of alienating sounds by slowing them down, and
making rapid breaks in the track, while keeping the tempo. The result is an almost psychic sensation of lethargy, of
floating, of dilution, of a second stateb.
3

DJ Screw “The Originator”, active in the Houston Hip-Hop scene and a regular user of codeine, wanted to match the music he was
using with the speed of his Syrup-addled brain1 . He died of a codeine overdose on November 16, 2000, but not without making a
lasting impression on the discipline.
a

1

Syrup, also known as lean or Purple Drank (after the color of the drink) is the name of a psychoactive drink made from a mixture of codeine and promethazine syrup

combined with a soda. The necessary chemicals are usually contained in prescription cough syrups available at pharmacies, which explains its popularity.

The practice of screwed and chopped has become widespread, and it is not uncommon to find many amateur remixes of rap songs (or
even entire albums) on the internet, freely available for download1 , for use by the community.
b

1

4

In particular on www.datpiff.com

Ouch ! Kinbakua Rope©. Note that purple is also the characteristic color of Syrupb .
a

Kinbaku is a Japanese art form close to Shibari1 except that it consists specifically of tying up bodies with ropes
1

b

See Note 6.

See Note 3a1.

“The term ultramarine (...) is a place that exists because wherever you go there is always an ultramarine further
away.” Giovanni Anselmo, The invisible is the visible that we cannot see, in Intra-muros, Jean-Sylvain Marchessou
(ed.), Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art Nice, 2004, p.48.
5

Shibari is the Japanese art of tying (objects or bodies), using specific knots with decorative qualities. It is a
practice that is not necessarily linked to eroticism or sexual practice. Bondage characterizes the European view of
the practice of Shibari, and is explicitly sexually charged power and domination.
6

Text accompanying the installation, available in the exhibition booklet
20

After Ecstasy, 2018

After Ecstasy @ DOC & Quark. Photos: Paul Nicoué & Annik Wetter.
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Series of five sculptures in polished aluminum, radiator(s).
Soft, degenerate versions of the Spirit of Ecstasy, a sculpture created in 1911 by Charles Sykes
to adorn Rolls-Royce cars. Originally, the statuette had the function of a radiator cap. In early
cars, the shape of the radiator grilles could evoke a Greek temple, and Sykes was inspired by
the Victory of Samothrace to create his sculpture.
In After Ecstasy, the sculptures become abstract, biomorphic, genderfluid. The pedestals recall
an earlier state of the original artifact and play with a domestic architectural element often
found in exhibition spaces.
Originally, Rolls-Royce commissioned Sykes so that owners could no longer adorn their cars
with problematic mascots, including racist “Golliwogs”. The reification of a naked woman
seemed a more tasteful alternative.
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You’re Gonna Love Picasso (After Schomberg and Staparac), 2020

12” ROCKY™ sculpture in resin, plastiline, extruded polystyrene, resin, acrylic paint. Courtesy of Schomberg Studios
and Boris Staparac. Studio view, photos: Christelle Jornod.
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Studio view, photos: Christelle Jornod.
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THIS TEXT WAS FIRST
TITLED “MIMESIS ;
POSTCOLONIALITY AND
ROCKY” –

BUT I THOUGHT
“TWO ROCKIES AND
MORE” WAS BEST.

I RECENTLY (NOVEMBER 2019) FOUND MYSELF IN PHILADELPHIA FOR A
COUPLE OF MEETINGS AND SOME ARCHIVAL RESEARCH, IT WAS A FIRST. AT THE
END OF THE DAY, I DECIDED TO HEAD TO THE PHILADELPHIA MUSEUM, ALTHOUGH
CLOSED – IT WAS A MONDAY ; MUSEUMS ARE CLOSED ON MONDAYS IN PHILLY.
NOT ABLE TO ENJOY THE EXTRAORDINARY COLLECTION OF WORKS BY MARCEL
DUCHAMP THE MUSEUM HOLDS, I DECIDED TO CONSOLE MYSELF WITH THE
FAMOUS ROCKY STATUE, WHICH HAD BEEN AT THE CORE OF MY DISCUSSION WITH
MATHIAS PFUND FOR A WHILE NOW (THE FIRST EMAIL MENTIONING IT DATES BACK
FROM 3 FEBRUARY 2019).
AT ONCE TOURISTIC ATTRACTION – PEOPLE ARE OFTEN QUEUING TO GET PHOTOGRAPHED IN FRONT OF IT, TAKING THE SAME POSE AS THE SCULPTURE – AND
MONUMENT TO HOLLYWOODIAN FICTION ; IT ALSO EMBODIES COMPLEX ISSUES
RELATED TO ART, VALUE AND POPULAR CULTURE. INDEED, THE STATUE, WHICH
SYLVESTER STALLONE HAD ORIGINALLY COMMISSIONED TO ATHLETICS SCULPTOR
A. THOMAS SCHOMBERG IN 1980, TO FEATURE IN ROCKY III, WAS FIRST INSTALLED
AT THE TOP OF THE MUSEUM’S STEPS. IT WOULD QUICKLY RUN BACK DOWN THE
STAIRS – WHICH WOULD COME TO BE KNOWN, IRONICALLY, AS THE ROCKY STEPS
– UNDER THE MUSEUM’S STAFF PRESSURE WHICH DEEMED THE SCULPTURE “UNWORTHY” OF SUCH PROMINENT DISPLAY.
AS A RESULT OF THIS “REJECTION”, THE SCULPTURE TRAVELLED ACROSS THE CITY
FOR MANY YEARS BETWEEN 1980 AND 2006. UNWANTED BY THE MUSEUM SENIOR
MANAGEMENT, IT CAME BACK SEVERAL TIMES AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS TO SHOOT
SUBSEQUENT ROCKY SCENES, BUT WAS ALWAYS DOWNGRADED AFTERWARDS –
FOR A MORE DETAILED NARRATIVE OF THE DEBATES AND TRAVELS SURROUNDING
THE STATUE, REFER TO LAURA HOLZMAN’S “A QUESTION OF STATURE : RESTORING
AND IGNORING ROCKY” (2014). TO ADOPT A CLASS PERSPECTIVE ON THE MATTER,
YOU COULD SAY THAT DESPITE ROCKY “MAKING IT” IN THE FILM SERIES, HE – AND
WITH HIM A WHOLE PORTION OF THE POPULATION HE REPRESENTS – WAS NEVER
TRULY TRIUMPHANT : HE CANNOT STAY AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS. HE CAN RAISE
HIS FISTS, BUT HE WOULD HAVE TO GO DOWN FIRST. IN PHILADELPHIA, THE ROCKY
STATUE THUS OBTAINED A DUAL AND CONFLICTING STATUS : THAT OF AN UNWANTED ARTWORK AND ONE OF THE CITY’S MOST LOVED MONUMENT.
ON 8 SEPTEMBER 2006 (30 YEARS AFTER THE FIRST ROCKY MOVIE), A
COMPROMISE WAS FOUND : THE STATUE WOULD BE PLACED AT THE BOTTOM OF
THE STAIRS, IN THE MUSEUM’S PARK (MOST PRECISELY AT THE EAKINS OVAL) ; THUS
MAKING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE STEPS AND THE STATUE MORE DIRECT,
WHILE AVOIDING HAVING THE SCULPTURE AT THE TOP OF THE SO-CALLED “ROCKY
STEPS ”. THIS WHOLE AFFAIR COULD BE ANALYSED AS CONTAMINATION CASE OF
THE MUSEUM’S HERMETIC PURITY. A CLASS CONTAMINATION. ULTIMATELY, THAT
THE STATUE ISN’T AT THE TOP OF THE STAIRS ISN’T A FAILURE, SINCE THE STEPS ARE
NAMED AFTER THE CHARACTER PORTRAYED BY STALLONE. IT COULD ACTUALLY BE
SEEN AS REMINDER THAT STEPS WILL ALWAYS NEED TO BE CLIMBED UP FOR THE
LOWER-CLASS, THE UNDERDOG : THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS “VICTORY” IN
STATICITY ; IT’S ALWAYS A MOVEMENT, VICTORY IS IN PLASTICITY.
AND THIS IS ALSO THE CASE SCULPTURALLY SPEAKING. INDEED, THE ORIGINAL
SCHOMBERG’S STATUE WAS LITERALLY COPIED BY ANOTHER ARTIST, CROATIAN
SCULPTOR BORIS STAPARAC, GIVING IT ANOTHER LIFE, IN A COMPLETE DIFFERENT
&217(;7,17+(6(5%,$172:12)ĺ,7,ĝ7( $3352;,1+$%,7$176 
IN NEED OF A FIGURE AND MONUMENT TO CHANGE ITS IMAGE – DANGEROUS,
PRONE TO NATURAL DISASTERS ETC – EMBARKED IN A CONSULTATION PROCESS TO
6(/(&7 7+(,5 1(: +(52 5(6,'(17 %2-$1 0$5Î(7$ :$6 48,&. 72 68**(67
ROCKY BALBOA, AN IDEA THAT FOUND A RATHER POSITIVE ECHO THROUGHOUT
TOWN AND CITY COUNCIL. THE ORIGINAL WISH WAS TO COMMISSION THE ORIGINAL ARTIST (SCHOMBERG), BUT THE PRODUCTION COSTS ($1.5 MILLION) WERE
TOO HIGH. IT WOULD THUS BE LOCAL ARTIST STAPARAC WHO WOULD UNDERTAKE
THE PROJECT (FOR ABOUT 5000€), AFTER OBTAINING PERMISSIONS FROM
SCHOMBERG STUDIOS AND MGM (THE PRODUCERS OF THE ROCKY FRANCHISE).

CÉDRIC FAUQ

MULTIPLE QUESTIONS ARISE HERE : SOME ARE OF GEOPOLITICAL ORDER (WHAT
DOES IT MEAN FOR A TOWN BELONGING TO A COUNTRY WITH A COMPLEX AND
DIVIDED NATIONAL HISTORY – SERBIA HAD JUST ACQUIRED ITS INDEPENDENCE
FROM MONTENEGRO THE YEAR BEFORE, IN 2006, AND WAS ONE OF THE COUNTRY
FORMING THE SOCIALIST FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA – WHAT DOES IT
MEAN TO CHOOSE AN AMERICAN FICTIONAL CHARACTER AS NEW ICON ?) ; SOME
OTHERS ARE ECONOMIC AND LEGAL (WHY WAS THE PRODUCTION OF THE
SCULPTURE IN THE US SO EXPENSIVE IN THE FIRST PLACE ? WHY SO “CHEAP” IN
THE SECOND INSTANCE ?) ; AND, EVENTUALLY, SOME ARE ARTISTIC (SHOULD WE
SPEAK ABOUT AN AUTHORISED COPY ? INTERPRETATION ? TRIBUTE ? WHAT
MATERIAL WAS USED ? WHAT FINISHING ? WAS THE SCALE OF THE ORIGINAL
RESPECTED… ?). THESE ARE THE KIND OF QUESTIONS WHICH PREOCCUPIED
MATHIAS PFUND AND LED TO THE CONCEPTUALISATION AND PRODUCTION OF
YOU’RE GONNA LOVE PICASSO (AFTER SCHOMBERG & STAPARAC).
THE GESTURE IS MORE COMPLEX THAN WHAT IT MIGHT LOOK LIKE. IT ALL STARTED WITH OBTAINING PERMISSIONS FROM THE TWO ARTISTS, AFTER SEEKING ADVICE
FROM ART COPYRIGHT LAWYERS. PFUND WOULD THEN LITERALLY INCORPORATE THE
OFFICIAL 12” REPRODUCTION OF THE SCHOMBERG STATUE (PURCHASED ONLINE)
ONTO A “BRONZE” BASE (THE HEIGHT OF WHICH HAS BEEN CALCULATED TO “SWALLOW”
THE PLINTH OF THE REPRODUCTION) ; A BASE LARGE ENOUGH TO ALSO INCORPORATE,
NEXT TO THE SCHOMBERG MODEL, A REPRODUCTION OF THE STAPARAC “COPY”. FOR
THE STAPARAC STATUE, AFTER OBTAINING PERMISSION FROM THE ARTIST, PFUND
WOULD GO ON TO COLLECT IMAGES OF THE SCULPTURE MOSTLY FOUND ONLINE. HE
WOULD THEN FORWARD THEM TO A STUDIO (VOX.A) THAT WOULD TAKE CARE OF THE
“REPRODUCTION OF THE REPRODUCTION”, AND THE MAKING OF THE BASE. THE
FINISHING OF THE STAPARAC SCULPTURE WOULD MATCH THE ORIGINAL SERBIAN
ROCKY’S ; WHILE THE FINISHING OF THE BASE WOULD BE HALFWAY BETWEEN THE
STAPARAC’S AND THE SCHOMBERG’S, MAKING THE ARTIFICIALITY OF THE OPERATION
VISIBLE AND OBVIOUS.
THAT THE PODIUM ON WHICH THE TWO MODELS STAND MAKES THEM “EQUAL”
IN A NUMBER OF WAYS, BUT THIS EQUALITY IS MEANT TO HIGHLIGHT THEIR
AMBIGUOUS RELATIONSHIP, AND, ULTIMATELY, ENCOURAGES TO ESTABLISH COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE TWO. NOTABLY : WHICH ONE CAME FIRST ? BUT ALSO :
WHICH ONE HAS MORE VALUE ? IF THE SCHOMBERG IS THE ORIGINAL, IT WAS
ALSO DENIED A PLACE OF CHOICE AT THE TOP OF THE MUSEUM’S STEPS, WHILE THE
STAPARAC, THE COPY, WAS PRODUCED OUT OF A COLLECTIVE DESIRE, AND HAS A
PLACE OF CHOICE IN THE SERBIAN TOWN.
THAT THE “OFFICIAL” REPRODUCTION, WHICH IS COMMERCIALLY DISTRIBUTED,
MAKES IT TO PFUND’S WORK, IS ALSO TELLING OF THE VERY PECULIAR STATUS OF
THE STATUE : IT IS, FIRST AND FOREMOST, A PRODUCT, PROTECTED, AND IS THUS
81728&+$%/(7+(67$3$5$&6&8/3785(,1,7681,48(1(66 %27+,1ĺ,7,ĝ7(
AND PFUND’S WORK), MIGHT THEN BE CLOSER TO BEING “AN ORIGINAL”. YOU
MIGHT ARGUE AGAINST THIS CLAIM, SINCE PFUND WAS GIVEN FREE REIN TO
REPRODUCE THE SERBIAN ROCKY (ULTIMATELY THE COPY OF THE COPY) BUT WASN’T
ABLE TO DO SO WITH THE AMERICAN ONE. THESE ARE ALL QUESTIONS THAT BLUR
THE LINES BETWEEN STATUE, STATUS, PRODUCT AND PROTECTION.
BROUGHT TOGETHER, THE REPRODUCTIONS OF THE SCULPTURES ALSO VEHICLE
QUESTIONS RELATED TO THE MEDIUM ITSELF AND ITS PROCESSES ; IT TRIGGERS
COMMENTS ON THE PROPERTIES OF THE MONUMENT AND THE NEED FOR
(UNIVERSAL) HEROES ? I LOOK AT THE PICTURE OF THE SCULPTURE AND THE POSE
ADOPTED BY ROCKY KEEPS GETTING BACK TO ME (A “CLASSIC CONTRAPPOSTO
POSE”). I REMEMBER ASKING FOR SOME STRANGER TO TAKE A PICTURE OF ME IN
FRONT OF THE ROCKY STATUE IN PHILADELPHIA. I DID IT FOR MATHIAS. BUT THEN,
I WAS ALSO, FOR A MOMENT, TURNED INTO A COPY OF ROCKY. A SCULPTURE, FOR
THE FRAGMENT OF A SECOND, IMMORTALISED BY THE PHOTOGRAPH : STATIC IN
PLASTICITY.
IT MIGHT THEN BE TRUE, WHAT THEY SAY : “WE ARE ALL ROCKY”.
BUT IF WE ARE, DOES THAT MEAN WE SHOULD ALL LOVE PICASSO ?

Text accompanying the work commissioned to Cédric Fauq.
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La peinture des autres, 2021–... (74e Biennale d’Art Contemporain, MBAC)

La peinture des autres in the Salle Saint Ours, Palais de l’Athénée, Geneva. Photo: Anastasia Mityukova.

Cartels accompanying the works (in french); the typography is the one used by the MBAC.

Stamp on the back of the frames.
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Prix Jeune Talent
MATHIAS PFUND(*1992, Geneva)
Lives and works in Brussels (BE) and Geneva
In February 2020, invited for a monographic exhibition at the Musée des beauxarts, Mathias Pfund chose to show works by artists from La Chaux-de-Fonds from
the inter-war period to question the process of making art history. His proposal for
the 74th Biennale is a continuation of this project.
“La peinture des autres” is a collection of works made by others and
commissioned, acquired or borrowed by the artist. He accompanies them with
a mediation - here a cartel taking up the codes of the museum - providing a
context of reading. The two paintings and the drawing presented are part of this
ensemble. The paintings are by Albert Locca and Madeleine Woog, two artists that
Pfund hung in his exhibition “Laughing Stock” at the MBA. One was acquired by
the artist, the other by an art critic who has written (unapologetically) about his
work. The drawing, used for a record cover, was inspired by Philippe Gronon’s work
commissioned by the museum during the return of the John Constable painting in
2018.
Thus the images and works are updated throughout the presentations.

La peinture des autres (“Les Glaïeuls”, Albert Locca, non daté), 2021
Oil on canvas
90 x 67 cm

Text of the press release, “La société des amis (SaMba) et le Musée des beaux-arts de la Chaux-de-Fonds
annoncent les lauréats de la 74e Biennale d’art contemporain”, 19.08.2021
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